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About This Game

4/28/18 - An update was released today which fixes the numerous bugs that have been reported.

Explore Blackbeard's Cove in search of lost treasure.
Blackbeard's famed flagship is thought to have capsized in the waters surrounding the island.

The remains of what may be the Queen Anne's Revenge are reported to lay at the bottom of the sea.

Use your funds to purchase outlandish vehicles such as muscle cars, Semi trucks, Tanks, Helicopters, Pirate Ships, Submarines,
Blimps, and more!

Utilize your submarine and extensive list of vehicles to explore miles of ocean at enormous depths.
Clues and maps are waiting to be found around the city.

This experience isn't for the faint of heart. It may take 50+ hours to locate the treasure and unlock the secrets of Blackbeard's
Cove.

At your disposal are over 30 vehicles ranging from cars, tanks, helicopters, blimps, boats, and submarines.
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Title: Blackbeard's Cove
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
TAS Systems
Publisher:
TAS Systems
Release Date: 27 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad CPU Q6600 @ 2.40GHz (4 CPUs) / AMD Phenom 9850 Quad-Core Processor (4 CPUs) @
2.5GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA 9800 GT 1GB / AMD HD 4870 1GB

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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blackbeard's cove restaurant. blackbeard's cove nj. 12 blackbeard cove rd midway ga. blackbeard's cove mini golf prices. 59
blackbeard cove midway ga. 59 blackbeard cove rd midway ga. blackbeard's cove mount pleasant. blackbeard's cove game.
mystery at blackbeard's cove summary. blackbeard's cove townsend ga. 5 blackbeard cove st simons island. blackbeards cove mt
pleasant sc. blackbeard's cove shellman bluff ga

Wtf i buyed it for 12 euros... Pls
. I played this game for a little while.. there were some bugs I ran into. I got stuck a couple times and had to reset the player.
Driving the cars was fun and I like the country road. The story is just okay, and I couldn't get very far yet because of some bugs.
I messaged the developer and they said they have an update soon to fix things, so hopefully that fixes it. I'm looking forward to
it if that's true. I did like the premise of the game, though at least, and it was kinda fun
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Major Update Released:
The new update is out.

- Major updates to the underwater world. Including new marine life, sunken artifacts, and more

- Bug fixes to colliders

- Bug fixes to the story line

- Bug fixes for the quests.

Thank you for your support, it allows us to continue to update the game as work towards the final release.. Update Released!:
We apologize it took so long to release this update.

Loading has been improved substantially as well as the controls.

If you have any issues, please report them by sending an email to:
mail@tasappsystems.com

Thank you. Updates and Features:
We're already scheduling an update tomorrow to fix a few small bugs.

Please use the discussion board to list bugs and add feature requests.

Thank you for your support. Patch Released!:
We just released the update which has a large number of fixes.

- The character will no longer get stuck
- The quests update correctly
- The controls for the submarine have been updated and improved

Thanks for your support!

. Patch Coming Today!:
We apologize for a few of the serious bugs that made it into the release yesterday.

A patch and game update will be available today by 3pm Pacific time.

Thank you
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